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About this Study
In its 2022 session, the Utah State legislature passed the Manufacturing Modernization Grant Program 
(MMGP), which provides grants to Utah business to reshore manufacturing to Utah of products that 
are produced outside the United States or to retain manufacturing that is at risk of moving overseas. 
The program is administered by the Governor’s Office of Economic Opportunity (Go Utah), which 
contracted with the Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) to identify 
potential companies that might qualify for the program and to assist in monitoring the progress of the 
companies selected by Go Utah for the grants.

To support the Modernizing Manufacturing Grant Program, this study was conducted to identify 
companies with a Utah presence that are already looking at reshoring to the state or considering 
it for the future. The effort was accomplished in conjunction with Go Utah and the Utah Economic 
Development Corporation (EDCUtah). A confidential overview was undertaken to protect company 
sensitivity while still providing an accurate assessment of the types of products produced or sourced, 
the number of potential employees (for production), stated needs, and timing. 

This research was conducted under funding from the Utah Defense Manufacturing Community 
(UDMC) program. In 2020, Utah was designated a defense manufacturing community by the U.S. 
Department of Defense Office of Local Defense Community Cooperation (OLDCC) under the Fiscal 
Year 2021 Defense Manufacturing Community Support Program (DMCSP). As part of the UDMC, Utah 
committed to develop a strategic plan for reshoring critical defense manufacturing to the United 
States and specifically to Utah. 

About the Authors
This study was conducted by Dr. Tulinda Larsen, Executive Director, Utah Advanced Materials and 
Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI) and Mr. David Beckerman, Lead Analyst at UAMMI. Dr. Larsen 
has been a practicing economist for more than 40 years. She earned her B.A. and M.S. in Economics 
from The George Washington University and her Doctorate of Management from the University of 
Maryland Global Campus. Mr. Beckerman has been analyzing economic impacts on the aerospace 
industry for more than 30 years. He earned his B.A. from the University of Virginia and M.B.A. from 
Emory University - Goizueta Business School. 
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Limitations 
This study was conducted on behalf of the Utah Defense Manufacturing Community (UDMC) program 
by the Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI). Both implicit and explicit 
assumptions that underlie the analysis presented here are based on the expert opinion of the authors. 
Should any of these assumptions change or prove to be false, the conclusions of this study may be 
significantly impacted. This study is not intended to be used for financial investment decisions and any 
such decisions are taken at the sole risk of the party making the decisions. 

Questions related to this study should be directed to: 

Dr. Tulinda Larsen 
Executive Director, UAMMI tlarsen@UAMMI.com 
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Executive Summary
The United States continues to realize the advantages and the importance of reshoring manufacturing 
back to the nation, especially to protect the supply chain that supports the defense industrial base and 
national security. The recent invasion of Ukraine by Russia underscored an already tense geopolitical 
atmosphere for trade driven primarily by China’s role in the supply chain. The sharp increase in oil 
and natural gas prices resulting from the Russia-Ukraine conflict is exacerbating already high inflation. 
The effect should be relatively similar on manufacturing production worldwide, but the impact on 
transportation costs is likely to drive more firms to manufacture or source components closer to their 
main United States facilities and customer markets. The White House has iterated the importance 
of reshoring and re-establishing manufacturing in the United States. In its report on America’s 
supply chains released on February 25, 2022, the White House concluded that as U.S. supply chains, 
previously the domain of the private sector, have “become ever more fragile […] it is now clear that 
the U.S. government must work to address these threats to our economic resilience and national 
security.”i

The Utah legislature recently passed the Manufacturing Modernization Grant Program (MMGP) which 
established a $10,000,000 pool to award grants to “existing Utah businesses to establish, relocate, 
retain, or develop manufacturing industry in the state and lessen dependence on manufacturing 
overseas.”

The focus of this report was to provide a profile of the potential Utah manufacturing candidates for 
reshoring assistance based on a survey, focusing on firms involved in target industries. We sought to 
understand both the opportunities these companies perceive in reshoring as well as the challenges 
they need to overcome in order to reshore successfully. We estimate the true potential demand for 
reshoring among target industries based on an extrapolation of the responses as applied to the overall 
UAMMI cluster population.

Survey results indicated that Utah manufacturers who are considering reshoring view capital 
expenditure as the greatest challenge. While some expenditure will be necessary for land and 
buildings, the more immediate capital concerns are for equipment and tool and die. Workforce 
training and assistance is a secondary, but considerable, challenge for Utah reshoring firms. 
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Introduction

The Utah Defense Manufacturing Community (UDMC) has created an initiative to encourage reshoring 
-- the establishment or reestablishment of manufacturing and parts sourcing in the United States 
that is currently taking place overseas -- to Utah for the defense industry. To accomplish this effort, 
the Utah Advanced Materials and Manufacturing Initiative (UAMMI), on behalf of UDMC, and 
working with the American Manufacturing Community Collaborative (AMCC) prepared two studies 
on benchmarking. The first, “Reshoring Benchmarking Analysis: How Utah and Its Manufacturing 
Community Compare in Efforts to Attract Reshoring Companies” was released in April 2021, followed 
by “Reshoring Economic Benefit Analysis: Tools for Analyzing Costs, Opportunities and Risks for Firms 
Reshoring Manufacturing to Utah”, issued in August of 2021.

Based on the findings in those reports and recommendations from the Utah Governor’s office, the 
Utah Legislature passed the Manufacturing Modernization Grant Program (MMGP) which established 
a $10,000,000 pool to award grants to “existing Utah businesses to establish, relocate, retain, or 
develop manufacturing industry in the state and lessen dependence on manufacturing overseas.” In 
order to support the goals of the legislation, this study was conducted to identify Utah companies 
seeking to reshore and their needs.

To accomplish this task, UAMMI worked in conjunction with Go Utah and the Utah Economic 
Development Corporation (EDCUtah). EDCUtah asked UAMMI to develop a set of reshoring-specific 
questions to incorporate into their most recent round of Know the Customer (KTC) interviews. 
EDCUtah regularly conducts KTCs to maintain an on-going understanding of Utah company needs 
and thereby look for ways to increase outreach and resources to Utah firms. UAMMI provided 
contact information for all UAMMI cluster members and associated companies so that the KTCs – 
and reshoring information – would cover key industries including defense, aerospace, energy, and 
advanced materials while also allowing outreach to smaller manufacturers. UAMMI cross-referenced 
these results with a general expression of interest in reshoring that was the result of a larger 
canvassing of UAMMI cluster members on UAMMI services conducted at the beginning of this year.

This report provides a composite portrait of companies that wish to reshore to Utah. To encourage the 
sharing of useful data, responses to the KTCs were confidential and we do not provide specific firm 
names in relation to specific job or capital expenditure needs. Data is therefore aggregated, but where 
it has been possible to break out information on specific industries, we have done so. The resulting 
portrait shows that the challenges to reshoring vary from company to company, mostly by size of the 
need, rather than type. Still, companies would like grant opportunities to be flexible enough to ensure 
any individual grant is tailored to the specific opportunity for the best chances of success. 
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Project Definition
The goal of Identification of Utah Reshoring Companies is understanding the types of Utah firms that 
are seeking to reshore: the industries in which they operate, whether they are looking to move their 
production or replace overseas suppliers, how reshoring will affect their workforce and facility needs, 
as well as other concerns. When initially elaborated, the project team considered developing a list of 
firms by name, but this would have prevented target firms from providing critical data information 
that would be useful for development of the state’s reshoring program. Therefore, the project has 
been defined as the development of a profile of firms seeking to reshore to Utah rather than a specific 
list of companies. 

Methodology
The project lead developed an eight-question survey on reshoring which was presented to all firms 
that took part in the KTC interviews. The KTCs, of which the reshoring questions were a subset, took 
place in person or via web video meetings between the second week of January and the first week of 
February 2022. Interviews were conducted by EDCUtah staff and, when possible, were also attended 
by the UAMMI project lead. Of the total interview requests sent, 6.8 percent of firms responded 
affirmatively and represent a spectrum of target industries. The survey questions appear as Appendix 
1. In addition to the options provided, respondents were encouraged to provide additional comments 
and open-ended answers. The initial question served as a disqualifier: firms not involved in overseas 
production, sourcing, or potential import substitution, were not counted as companies considering 
reshoring. Answers were then analyzed individually and in aggregate to provide the resulting profile.

This report cross-referenced the information from the KTCs with data from a general survey of UAMMI 
cluster members that was distributed in late January. In that survey, which focused on UAMMI’s 
services in general, cluster members were simply asked if they were planning to reshore and to 
provide any further details if desired.
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Key Terms
Reshoring

In simple terms, reshoring is “the relocation of production back to the country where the company 
is headquartered or where their product is sold from an outsourced overseas manufacturer.”ii In 
practice, reshoring comprises three types of economic activity related to location within the supply 
chain: 

1. Establishment of manufacturing facilities in the United States by a U.S. company to produce 
goods (intermediate or final) that are currently produced by the company outside of the United 
States; 

2. Sourcing or production of intermediate goods in the United States to replace overseas suppliers, 
also called outsourced reshoring; 

3. Foreign direct investment (FDI) whereby a foreign-owned firm establishes manufacturing or pro-
duction facilities in the United States. Although FDI does not involve moving manufacturing back 
to a company’s home country, it does involve movement of production to where their product is 
sold, in this case the U.S.

This study focuses on the first two of these reshoring categories. 

Nearshoring 

Nearshoring involves moving the location of manufacturing and production closer to the U.S. market 
in order to reduce costs, turnaround and delivery times, or political risk.

Recent Reshoring Activity in Utah
To provide some background to our findings, UAMMI asked the Reshoring Initiative to provide 
information on known reshoring activity to the state over the past five years. Based on their research, 
eight firms reshored to Utah over this period, with half doing so in 2017. Of all reshoring to Utah over 
the past five years, half entailed the establishment of U.S. manufacturing by domestic firms, while the 
other half were FDI. Represented industries included chemicals, transportation equipment, computer 
& electronic products, apparel, and plastics. Total related jobs were just over 1,300. Of the domestic 
firms, only one is known to have reshored from China. The largest previous wave of reshoring from 
China according to the Reshoring Initiative’s database occurred in 2013 and 2014, particularly in the 
category of Hobby Products – Miscellaneous.

While the Reshoring Initiative’s data does not reflect the reasons these firms reshored to Utah, the 
NIST-Manufacturing Extension Partnership (NIST-MEP) recently released a study that indicated for 
the period between 2010 and 2020, U.S. manufacturers’ top reasons for reshoring were: 1) Quality, 
rework, and warranty; 2) Freight cost; 3) Supply chain disruption.iii
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Going forward, the NIST data show that proximity to customers and markets will be the primary driver, 
which reflects both supply chain and transportation cost concerns. Although geopolitical concerns 
vis-à-vis China began to develop in the latter half of the last decade, they have been more pronounced 
since 2020. The Covid-19 pandemic has also served to underscore the fragility of the supply chain. 
Russia’s attack on Ukraine and the subsequent rise in energy prices has caused a significant increase 
in transportation costs. Firms will seek to mitigate these impacts by finding suppliers closer to their 
production points and placing production closer to their customer base. Interestingly, the number 
two driver cited by firms are government incentives. Currently, most incentives are of the soft variety, 
especially in the form of U.S. content requirements in government procurement. Nevertheless, with 
government incentives now listed as a decision factor, the timing of Utah’s grant program may prove 
fortuitous. 

Therefore, we believe that it is reasonable to assume that – as indicated by the survey responses – 
actual reshoring and intention to reshore to Utah will be at a higher level than previously experienced.
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Reshoring and the Pandemic 
BRINGING MANUFACTURING BACK TO AMERICA 

Where We Were Before the Pandemic 

In the past decade (2010 – 2020), more than 1M jobs
1,000,000 jobs were reshored back to the U.S.1 

Why manufacturers want to move 
away from offshoring (2010-2020)1 

Quality, rework and warranty 

Freight cost 

Supply chain disruption, natural disaster 
risk and political instability 

Total cost 

Tariffs 

Green considerations 

Delivery 

Pandemic Disruption 

Our Reliance on Foreign Sources 

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 
figures show that 95% of surgical masks 
and 70% of tighter-fitting respirators, 
such as N95 masks, are made overseas.3 

According to the Federal Drug Administration (FDA), 
nearly ¾ of active ingredient manufacturing 
facilities for medicines sold in the U.S. are 
located in other countries.4 

The pandemic affected 98% of global 
supply chains, according to an Everstream 
survey of supply chain professionals.5 

Rethinking Supply Chains 

70% 62%

Why manufacturers want to 
move back (or invest in) the U.S. 

#1 Proximity to customers and markets 

#2 Government incentives 

#3 Skilled workforce availability and training 

#4 Eco-system synergies 

#5 Image and brand 

#6 Impact on domestic economy 

#7 Infrastructure 

Lean supply chain 
performance: the shorter the 
lead time, the less stock & raw 
materials needed on hand.2 

Note that factors are very similar 
for domestic companies 
choosing to reshore and foreign 
companies choosing to invest in 
the U.S. Slight variation is seen 
in some instances. For example, 
companies choosing to reshore 
place more emphasis on brand 
(“Made in U.S.A.” image) and 
impact on domestic economy. 
Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) 
decisions place more emphasis 
on government incentives and 
proximity to customers.1 

Top Industries Reshoring Back to the U.S. 
(includes Foreign Domestic Investment (FDI) (2010-2020)1 

Transportation equipment 

Computer and electronic products 
Manufacturing Is 
Returning From Electrical equipment, appliances & components 

Top Countries 

(2010-2020) 1 

Chemicals 

Plastic and rubber products 

Medical equipment and supplies 

Apparel and textiles 

Recognition of Supply Chain Risk 

Awareness that medical gear was being made abroad 
spiked concerns and heightened comprehension of 
supply chain risk.6 

 Moving the needle from ‘cost-competitive’ rationales to 
‘risk-competitive’ rationales. 

 Shifting to ‘stakeholder capitalism’ with stakeholders defined 
more broadly as shareholders, consumers, employees, and 
the state.7 

41% 49%
of firms surveyed said expect less focus on of companies have reshored at agreed that benefits 
they were likely to reshore Just-In-Time least a portion of manufacturing of onshore production 
in the coming years. manufacturing models. operations back to the U.S. 

within the past 3 years. 
outweigh higher 
labor costs. 

Foley and Lardner LLP survey 1 Kearney survey, March 2021, 120 U.S. manufacturing executives 8 

Thomas Industrial Survey March 2020 9 

The MEP National Network™ Meets the Challenge During The Pandemic 10, 11 

Realizing that most personal protective equipment (PPE) was made overseas, the MEP 
National Network, with MEP Centers in all 50 states and Puerto Rico, got involved, helping 
step up domestic production to meet our critical need. This exemplifies the important role the Network can play in helping 
companies develop national and local supply chains, which is of vital importance to reshoring efforts. 

The Alaska Manufacturing Extension Partnership Center 

 The Center helped match those in need of PPE with over 70 local manufacturers producing PPE, and helped 
transition a number of Alaska manufacturers to convert their operations to manufacture PPE. 

CONNSTEP, the Connecticut Manufacturing Extension Partnership Center 

 The Center developed a dedicated COVID-19 webpage for crucial material and resources for disaster loan 
and relief, labor and unemployment, workplace health and safety, and more. CONNSTEP created a separate 
website to match PPE manufacturers with the needs of healthcare workers and partnered with the state and 
its chief manufacturing officer to help facilitate the distribution. 

The Ohio Manufacturing Extension Partnership Center 

 The Center worked with the Ohio Hospital Association, the Ohio Manufacturers’ Association, and JobsOhio to 
source and manufacture PPE. Ohio MEP coordinated an alliance with 19 manufacturers that quickly retooled 
to produce face shields to meet state and national demand and supported unique needs for testing booths. 

The Future of Reshoring 

Factors Accelerating Reshoring 8, 12 

Executive Order 14005 

Ensures the federal government invests taxpayer dollars in 
products "Made in America" 

  Establishes substantial role for the Manufacturing Extension 
Partnership (MEP) in conducting supplier scouting to identify 
domestic suppliers that are able to “produce goods, products, 
and materials in the United States that meet federal 
procurement needs.” 

Executive Order 14017 

Assessing and strengthening the resilience of supply chains 

  Reviewing supply chain risk, reshoring, and developing 
domestic and alternative supply chains. Use of Defense 
Production Act to address supply of PPE, tests, and vaccines. 

Calls for Reshoring from Industry 

A coalition of 21 industry groups including the American 
Federation of Labor and Congress of Industrial 
Organizations, The Alliance for American Manufacturing, 
the American Iron and Steel Institute, and the American 
Steelworkers have called on the U.S. government to 
invest in domestic production of PPE.14 

National Apprenticeship Act 

Could create nearly 1 million new 
apprenticeship opportunities 

The Cost-Benefit Analysis 

Reshoring will BUT...require investment: 

If all foreign firms, including The opportunity
U.S. companies, were to is enormous:
reshore their manufacturing 
operations from China for If 83% of U.S. manufacturers 
products “not intended for contract with only one new 
consumption in China,” they domestic supplier in the next
could face $1 trillion in capital year, an estimated $443 billion 
expenditures over a five-year is injected into the 
period – but analysis suggests U.S. economy.13 

that this is supportable; the 
return on capital investment 
would only decrease slightly.7 

The American Medical Association (AMA) has called on the U.S. government to ramp up PPE production in the U.S, 
citing shortages.15 

  More than 33% of 3,500 doctors responding to a 2020 AMA survey said acquiring PPE was very or extremely difficult. 

  In small practices, that number was even greater: 41%.16 

How the MEP National Network Can Help Reshoring Efforts 

In support of Executive Orders 14005 and 14017 – to focus on manufacturing in 
America and establishing domestic suppliers – MEP Centers can help 
companies reshore their manufacturing operations by identifying domestic 
suppliers through Supplier Scouting. 

MEP National Network Supplier Scouting Success Stories 

By scouting and vetting local manufacturing By scouting and vetting providers of key 
suppliers for key components, FASTLANE, technologies, GENEDGE, the Virginia MEP, 

part of the Ohio MEP, helped the helped Morphix Technologies – a developer 
entrepreneurs behind Edge Cycling and manufacturer of colorimetric chemical 

Technologies identify the suppliers to detection products – diversify beyond the 
develop and produce their innovative, defense market and grow production 

protective bicycle seat.17 capacity in a new product line.18 

By scouting and vetting providers of 
crucial services necessary for production, 

Manufacturer’s Edge, the Colorado MEP, 
helped ConcealFab, provider of rooftop 

concealment (e.g., for antennas), reduce 
lead times, expand its supply chain, and 

improve workflow.19 

www.nist.gov/mep/mep-national-network 
1-800-MEP-4MFG 

Sources: (1) Reshoring Initiative 2020 Data Report, Reshoring Initiative;  (2) Lean Supply Chain Performance: Onshoring’s Secret Weapon, Ericksen, Industry Week, 4/2/2021;  (3) How Decades of Offshoring Led to a Mask Shortage in a Pandemic, wired.com, 3/29/20;  (4) 
What Would It Take To Bring More Pharmaceutical Manufacturing Back To The U.S., Lukin, npr.org, 4/24/20; (5) Everstream Analytics Annual Risk Report 2021, Everstream Analytics, March 2021; (6) American manufacturers pine for home as COVID disruptions, Trump 
tariffs shake up supplies, Braga, Money; (7) U.S. and European firms face $1 trillion in costs to relocate their Chinese supply chains, BofA says, Smith, CNBC, 8/18/2020; (8) Global pandemic roils 2020 Reshoring Index, shifting focus from reshoring to right-shoring, Van den 
Bossche, Blaesser, Castano, and Serraneau, Kearney; (9) Reshoring America: Can the Heartland Lead the Way?, Kotkin, Lind, and Shideler, Heartland Forward; (10) MEP National Network: Meeting the Challenge: https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2020/07/08/ME-
PNN%20Meeting%20the%20Challenge%2052920-WEB.pdf; (11) https://curs.unc.edu/wp-content/uploads/sites/400/2021/01/Gearing_Up.pdf; (12) 3 Underreported Trends That Will Accelerate Reshoring, Uphoff, Forbes, 8/24/2020; (13) State of North American Manufactur-
ing, 2021 Annual Report, thomasnet.com; (14) Industry Group Coalition Supports Reshoring PPE Manufacturing, IW Staff, industryweek.com, 7/20/20; (15) New hope for fixing supply chain problems on PPE, tests, vaccines, O’Reilly, ama-assn.org, 1/29/21; (16) Amid PPE 
shortage, AMA collaboration offers supplier for doctors, O’Reilly, ama-assn.org, 4/13/21; (17) https://www.nist.gov/mep/successstories/2020/edge-cycling-supplier-scouting; (18) https://www.nist.gov/mep/successstories/2017/-diversifying-beyond-defense-market; (19)  
https://www.nist.gov/mep/successstories/2017/right-quality-product-right-time; (Additional) The Future of Manufacturing: Reshoring and the Global Supply Chain, Duff & Phelps; The Reshoring Trend, infographic, Reshoring Initiative, 12/31/2014; Cost of Manufacturing 
Operations Around the Globe, KPMG/The Manufacturing Institute, 2020; ‘I’ve Never Seen Anything Like This’: Chaos Strikes Global Shipping,” Goodman, Stevenson, Chokshi, and Corkery, The New York Times, 3/7/21; How to rebound stronger from COVID-19: Resilience 
in manufacturing and supply systems, World Economic Forum/Kearney, April 2020; Not Much Progress on PPE ‘Reshoring,’ Fiore, Medpage Today, 9/25/2020; Rebuilding and Reshoring: Establishing Supply Chains by Increasing Competitiveness, Moser, Reshoring Initiative, 
8/3/2020; Rebuilding and Reshoring: How Did Offshoring Get So Strong?, Moser, Reshoring Initiative, 8/17/2020; Reinvesting in the USA: A Case Study of Reshoring and Expanding in the United States, U.S. Department of Commerce/International Trade Administration, 
2019; Reshoring & Sustainability: Beyond the Horizon, Reshoring Institute, 2/26/2020; Reshoring advanced manufacturing supply chains to generate good jobs, Fish and Spillane, Brookings Metropolitan Policy Program, July 2020; Reshoring Is Creating Opportunities For 
North American Manufacturers, Hanno, Thomas, 8/20/2020; Strategic Reshoring: A Literature Review, Bolter and Robey, W.E. Upjohn Institute, 2020; Supply chains do the math on reshoring’s pros and cons, Kaplan, Supply Chain Dive, 4/8/2021; The Resilient Economy: 
Integrating Competitiveness and Security, Transform 2020, Council on Competitiveness; Updated employment multipliers for the U.S. Economy, Bivens, Economic Policy Institute, 1/23/19 

Figure 1: Reshoring Chart
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Findings
Identification of Utah Reshoring Companies
Interest in Reshoring

In UAMMI’s general survey, cluster members were simply asked if they were planning to reshore to 
Utah. Of the thirty-five respondents, 34.3% said they were planning to do so while 17.1% indicated 
that they might do so. Taken together, this means that just over half of responding companies are 
planning to or considering reshoring. Among those responding “maybe,” most noted a desire to 
produce in the U.S. and that it could be beneficial to their supply chain and their ability to sell to the 
U.S. government.

Of the firms interviewed in the KTC process, 60 percent are evaluating some form of reshoring. These 
firms represent just under five percent of all small firms involved in advanced materials and outdoor 
recreation. All these respondents were located in the Northern half of the state, ranging from rural 
Emery County up to Cache County, with the majority of firms in the Salt Lake City Metropolitan 
area, but 73% of the employee base in rural counties. Just over half of firms evaluating reshoring are 
engaged in advanced material manufacturing, approximately twenty percent in the energy sector 
(including batteries), approximately twenty percent in outdoor recreation, and one firm in medical 
supply (with some overlap across sectors). Most of the advanced materials producers sell to the 
defense industry, either directly to the U.S. government or as suppliers to other firms in aerospace, 
shipbuilding, and similar sectors. The number of employees at these firms range from as few as three 
to over 150, with a median of fourteen, but several in the 75 to 100 range. 

None of the companies interviewed currently have their own manufacturing overseas, but at least 
one third source some parts from abroad, and for one firm 90 percent of its current parts come from 
overseas. Among these entities, the People’s Republic of China (PRC) is the number one (and often the 
only) source of the parts manufactured overseas. The Philippines was also listed as a supplier source. 
These companies gave several reasons for wanting to reshore:

• For one firm involved in the defense supply chain, the need to ensure 100% U.S. content is a 
driver

• Another firm cited difficulties in the supply chain associated with sourcing from the PRC

• Several firms noted that supply chain issues and geopolitical issues lead them to believe the 
overall (i.e., “true”) cost of sourcing in the United States may be less than sourcing in the PRC

• One outdoor recreation firm simply wants to eliminate the PRC part it buys out of a sense of 
American pride. To that end, they are taking steps to manufacture their own version of the part 
in Utah
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As for the two thirds of Utah firms that do not source or manufacture overseas, they are looking at 
opportunities for import substitution. Among the reasons given:

• They perceive direct market opportunity stemming from the critical importance of U.S. content

• Several firms also see the reduced cost advantage of the PRC given supply chain risks

• One firm believes it can develop a completely new U.S. market using their waste conversion 
technology to replace a material currently sourced entirely overseas 

Of the few companies that discussed their lack of interest in reshoring despite overseas production, 
they gave the following reasons:

• The proximity to the end user in their business minimizes the need to reshore

• They need to maintain suppliers in various locations worldwide

• The perceived costs of reshoring are too high

What Reshoring Means for Jobs

All the firms that are considering reshoring would need to hire at lease some additional employees to 
do so. If every one of these firms successfully reshored to Utah, they would expect to hire 182 new 
full-time employees (FTEs). With a median of fourteen employees, the smallest shop would hire two 
FTEs while the largest firm would hire approximately 1,000. The relatively low new hire numbers at 
the lower end of the range are somewhat in line with the small size of the companies, but some larger 
firms aim to keep new hires low because they will rely on automation (and the associated capital 
investment) to carry out their reshored manufacturing.

Average estimated wages for new hires would range from $14 to just over $28 per hour with a 
weighted average of $19.26 per hour; the higher rates would prevail in non-rural areas. Thus, if only 
those firms interviewed were to successfully reshore, the new jobs would generate total new annual 
salaries of $7.3 million in the state of Utah.

Firm size, industry, and the desire to reshore can vary significantly. Yet taking the responding firms 
as a representative cross-section of advanced materials and outdoor recreation, it is possible to 
extrapolate these figures to the larger pool of companies. That is, if 60 percent of all Utah advanced 
materials and outdoor recreation firms were to reshore and the average firm hired 14 FTEs at $19.26 
per hour, total new Utah annual salaries would result in 2,070 new jobs with a total annual salary of 
just over $80 million.
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The Challenges

As noted previously, none of the KTC respondent firms have their own overseas production. Therefore, 
for manufacturers to reshore and establish new production, they must create new molds. Investment 
in tool and die as well as additional machinery is essential. Even for firms that do currently produce 
overseas, these same challenges exist when reshoring because it is extremely rare and expensive 
for a manufacturer to move its physical assets from one country to another (although new molds 
may not always be required). Firms may also need to acquire new facilities and invest in training of 
new and existing employees. Investment in automation for the production line is also essential to 
compete cost-effectively with overseas producers who have lower wage rates. This section profiles the 
challenges as the respondents to our interviews see them.

Capital Expenditure

Just under three quarters of respondents said capital expenditure was their number one challenge 
with reshoring. The investment required varies significantly, not just by firm size but by industry:

• Range from $250,000 to $20 million, higher end of range for plastics and energy-related indus-
tries

• Most common capital expenditure estimate is between $500,000 and $2 million

• Majority of investment need is for capital equipment

o Tool and die is the primary equipment need
o Automation in the form of robots and Computerized Numerical Control (CNC) machining was 

the second most cited capital need 
o One third of respondents indicated capital expenditure would also be for facilities, but this 

was less critical than equipment

Workforce

Those firms that did not state capital expenditure as their greatest reshoring challenge instead cited 
workforce. 

• These firms are similar in that they are trying to substitute a product that is made in China at 
low cost because of China’s low labor rates

o Automation does not immediately appear to be a viable solution

• One firm told interviewers that workforce was already a challenge, so the expansion that reshor-
ing entails exacerbates the situation
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Other Considerations

None of the firms interviewed that are considering reshoring listed intellectual property or 
maintaining existing supply chains as reshoring challenges. Nevertheless, these are considerations 
that have been identified by national experts including the Reshoring Institute and the Reshoring 
Initiative as discussed in our previous reports. As noted in this document, one Utah manufacturer that 
is not considering reshoring indicated that one reason is precisely because they wish to maintain their 
current supply chain.

Conclusion and Next Steps
The KTC survey effort demonstrates that reshoring to Utah is under consideration by an important 
subset of Utah manufacturers. These firms are in key clusters important to Utah, including advance 
materials, energy, and outdoor products. Because survey respondents identified significant upfront 
costs in capital expenditure and workforce development as obstacles to reshoring, using the 
MMGP targeted to mitigate these obstacles is likely to be welcome and generate new waves of 
economic activity in the state, both in urban and rural areas. Assuming that survey respondents are 
representative of the larger population of manufacturers in these clusters, the reshoring opportunity 
to Utah – just from in-state firms – has the potential to create 2,070 additional jobs in the state with 
associated salaries totaling $80 million. Reshoring companies will be better placed to sell to the U.S. 
government and solidify Utah’s position in the government and defense supply chain. The size of 
these needs, while substantial, could at least be partially met through the grant assistance authorized 
by the MMGP and we recommend full use of that opportunity, and it appears there are an adequate 
number of firms across targeted industries – several in rural Utah – that would be appropriate grant 
candidates. The expansion of Utah’s manufacturing base resulting from support to viable entities will 
be a positive use of available grant funds.

The next steps, based on the MMGP legislation, will help further match candidate firms to the grant 
opportunity. Therefore, we specifically recommend that Utah:

1. Fully develop grant criteria such that the pre-performance assistance grants meet the stated 
purpose of the MMGP

a. Evaluate opportunities with respect to balance among target industries
b. Allow for variety among grant activity to enable evaluation of most successful strategies, but 

especially address:

i. Capital expenditure for tool and die as well as molds
ii. Capital expenditure that specifically enables workforce replacement (i.e., automation) 

where this enhances competition with foreign manufacturing
iii. Workforce development
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2. Actively recruit entities and market the grant program to maximize participation and allow suffi-
cient diversification to evaluate both the performance of individual projects and the grant pro-
gram as a whole.

a. Ensure outreach enables firms to fully understand the benefits to reshoring

i. Use tools from the Reshoring Institute, the Reshoring Initiative, Weber State, and others 
that educate firms on the true cost of maintaining overseas manufacturing or sourcing 
versus manufacturing in Utah

b. Maximize outreach through variety of organizations via Utah-MEP Alliance (Utah Manufac-
tures Association, iMpact Utah, World Trade Center, University of Utah MEP, Utah State Uni-
versity Extension)

3. Monitor the potential to expand the MMGP 

a. Evaluate on-going national and geopolitical trends
b. Analyze effects of changing economic scenarios

i. Supply-chain disruptions
ii. Transportation costs

End Notes
i     “Executive Order on America’s Supply Chains: A Year of Action and Progress”, February 25, 2022,  
      The White House. Capstone-Report-Biden.pdf.
ii    “Reshoring and the Pandemic: Brining Reshoring Back to America”, March 31, 2022, NIST, https://
      www.nist.gov/mep/manufacturing-infographics/reshoring-and-pandemic-bringing-manufacturing-
      back-america?utm_medium=email&utm_source=marketingcloud&utm_campaign= .
iii   “What is Reshoring?”, The Reshoring Institute, https://reshoringinstitute.org/what-is-reshoring/.
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Appendix - Reshoring Questions for KTC
RESHORING QUESTIONS FOR KTC 

1. Does your firm produce or source any of its products or manufacturing components overseas? 
If yes, continue to question 2; 
If no, thank you for your time. 
 

2. What share of your production or sourcing (in terms of total Cost of Goods Sold) is sourced 
overseas? ______________________ 
 

3. What are the primary overseas locations of production (including Canada and Mexico)? 
______________________________ 
 

4. Is your firm considering reshoring any of this production to the U.S. or seeking U.S. suppliers of 
the same or similar components? 
If yes, proceed to questions 5 and 7 
If no, proceed to questions ___ 
 

5. What factors are driving your firm to evaluate reshoring (check all that apply)? 
 Supply-chain issues 
 Costs  
 Sales to U.S. Government requiring U.S. content 
 

6. Will the reshoring effort require (check all that apply)? 
 Hiring of new employees  

If so, approximately how many? ___________ 
At what hourly wage? $__________ 

 Purchase of new equipment (including tool & dye, robotics, etc.) 
Approximate capital investment $_____________ 

 Acquisition (purchase or lease) of new facilities 
Approximate capital investment $_____________ 
 

7. What are the greatest challenges to your firm in carrying out reshoring? 
 Adequate workforce 
 Capital investment 
 Intellectual property 
 Maintaining or developing supply chain to existing overseas customers? 

 
8. If you answered “No” to question 4, is this because: 

 Your firm does not have a strategic need to do so (either supply chain or customer mandate) 
 Your firm needs to maintain production or sourcing in various locations worldwide 
 The perceived costs of reshoring are too high  

 


